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challenge which he was to maintain to the end of his short career :
bearing in mind that this was his attitude throughout, we shall under-
stand what he was after when he came to write fiction himself.
The star of Euphues was not yet below the horizon when Nashe
was writing the Anatamie \ echoes of Lyly are heard both in the
style and in the exhortations to study.
There be three things which are wont to slack young students'
endeavour, Negligence, want of Wisdom, and Fortune. Negligence,
whenas we either altogether pretermit, or more lightly pass over,
the thing we ought seriously to ponder. Want of wisdom, when we
observe no method in reading. Fortune is in the event of chance,
either naturally happening, or whenas by poverty or some infirmity,
or natural dullness, we are withdrawn from our studies, and alienated
from our intended enterprise, by the imagination of the rareness of
learned men : but as touching these three, for the first, that is to say,
negligent sloth, he is to be warned : for the second, he is to be
instructed : for the third, he is to be helped. Let his reading be
temperate, whereunto wisdom, not weariness, must prescribe an end,
for as immoderate fast, excessive abstinence, and inordinate watchings,
are argued of intemperance, perishing with their immoderate use,
so that these things never after can be performed as they ought in
any measure ; so the intemperate study of reading incurreth re-
prehension, and that which is laudable in his kind is blameworthy
by the abuse. . . . We read many things, lest by letting them pass, we
should seem to despise them ; some things we read, lest we should
seem to be ignorant in them ; other things we read, not that we may
embrace them, but eschew them. Our learning ought to be our lives'
amendment, and the fruits of our private study ought to appear in
our public behaviour.1
Still closer to the style of Euphues is this passage from his sarcastic
observations on the folly of love—a congenial topic to both writers :
Well worthy are the Essenians to be extolled for their wisdom,
who abhor the company of women and detest the possession of gold
and silver, and they to be deemed as soothing flattereis, who spend
so much paper about a proposition of praise, set apart from any
appearance of probability. Peradventure they think, that as the poets
invent that Atlas upholds the heavens with his shoulders, because by
an excellent imagination he found out the course of the stars, even
so they by compiling of pamphlets in their mistress* praises, to be
) ed. McKerrow, i. 42-43.

